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Welcome to Ireland
His Holiness Pope Francis
And International Participants to
the World Meeting of Families
2018
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Since by last Editorial (May 2018, before the
referendum) the country has voted. The
following is Fr Gavan Jenning’s Editorial in
Position Papers:
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How the vote went
On May 25 the Irish people went to the polls to vote,
either to abolish the existing Article 8 of the
constitution which protects the life of the unborn
(Yes), or to retain that pro-life article (No). The very
fact that the vote was framed to give the pro-life side
the negative option reflects how from the very
beginning and throughout the campaign the Irish
government did much to ensure that they would get
the result they wanted: the introduction of abortion
into Ireland.
The result of the poll was a landslide 66% Yes in
favour of the repeal of the prolife clause against a
34% No vote. The magnitude of the Yes victory took
everyone by surprise. The Yes voters were dominant
among the young: 87% of 18-24 year olds voted Yes
and only the 65+ age bracket voted in the majority
for No. More women than men voted in favour of
abortion (72% as against 66%). Only one of the
twenty-six counties in the country – Donegal –
returned a majority No vote.
It was a shocking result, particularly when considered
in the light of John Waters’ observation:
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For the first time in
history, an electorate
has voted to deny the
right to life of the
unborn. The victims
of this dreadful
choice will be the
most defenseless, those entirely without voice or
words. This is the considered verdict of the Irish
people, not – as elsewhere – an edict of the elites,
imposed by parliamentary decree or judicial fiat
(John Waters, First Things, May 28, 2018).
Why was the victory so resounding?
The leaders of all the main political parties
enthusiastically backed the repeal campaign, in
particular the leader of the ruling Fine Gael party. All
the main media outlets were overtly or covertly in
favour of the repeal campaign. Irish celebrities such
as Bono, Saoirse Ronan, Liam Neeson and Cillian
Murphy appeared on videos urging a Yes vote. The
campaign was also supported by a large number of
the intelligentsia of the country (insofar as Ireland
can be said to have an intelligentsia since political
correctness thoroughly dominates public debate and
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perhaps even private thought). With two weeks to go
Facebook banned all foreign adverts on the vote
while Google banned adverts from all sources – a
step clearly designed to favour the Yes side given
that they had all the other communications media in
the country virtually sewn up.
The No campaign was fighting a losing battle from
the outset, pitted as they were against all the forces
of what is essentially Ireland’s new and unassailable
liberal establishment. They fought a brave and highly
professional campaign despite this, and despite the
regular destruction of their street posters and the
undisguised animus against them in radio and TV
interviews and debates.
Given that 43% of voters were influenced by personal
stories in the media, the Yes campaign’s use of the
hard-cases was key: women whose unborn suffered
from life limiting conditions (the so-called “fatal
foetal abnormalities”); women who experienced
great hardship in travelling to the UK for abortions;
and in particular the tragic case of Savita
Halappanavar: an Indian woman who died tragically
in an Irish hospital in 2012 because of a five days’
delay by the hospital in diagnosing fatal sepsis, but
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whose death was presented as a consequence of
Ireland’s ban on abortion. Anecdotal evidence would
suggest that for some a Yes vote was used as a vote
against the Catholic Church. Much of the postReferendum jubilation is peppered with observations
about the demise of the Church in Ireland.
What is the next step in the legalisation of
abortion?
The Irish Government will shortly bring forward
proposed legislation to the Dáil (the Irish parliament),
but until this is passed the current law remains in
place. The Government’s proposed legislation will
make abortions accessible within the first twelve
weeks of pregnancy without restriction. It is also
foreseen – despite denials to the contrary – that
abortion will be legalised on the grounds of disability,
and perhaps beyond the first
twelve weeks of pregnancy. It
is hard to see how it could be
otherwise given that the the
Yes campaign was built on
arguments which justify
abortion up till birth: the issue
of personal choice (for 62% of
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the votes the “right to choose” was the most
significant issue in the campaign), of “trusting
women”, and of not “policing” women’s bodies.
The Irish result has already lead to calls for the
abolition of Northern Ireland’s pro-life law with
politicians coming under pressure to introduce
abortion there.
What is the significance of this vote for Ireland?
Una Mulally a pro-choice journalist with the Irish
Times makes this summation of the significance of
the vote:
The handover period is over. The fiction of Ireland as
a conservative, dogmatically Catholic country has
been shattered. The past is left back there, and a
new legacy is being created. A legacy of compassion,
empathy, and maturity – a country taking
responsibility for the care and health of women and
girls. What happened in the referendum vote was
seismic, but more seismic still was the realisation
that this vote was reflecting change, not just
instigating it (Irish Times, May 28, 2018).
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While her optimism about the treatment of women
in Ireland appears to be slightly naive (for example
during the very week of the Referendum two bizarre
and brutal murders of young women occurred in
Dublin), she is quite right to say that the fiction of a
Catholic Ireland is over. Coming hot on the heels of
the nation’s choice to legalise homosexual marriage
in a referendum in 2015, this landslide vote in favour
of abortion confirms the fact that “Catholic Ireland”
is now a thing of the past.
The Irish Catholicism of post-independence Ireland
was marked by a naive and uncritical docility to the
hierarchy and little commitment to, or perhaps trust
in, the more intellectual side of the Faith. Ironically
the same naive and uncritical docility is now at work
in post-Catholic Ireland, but directed to our new
masters. This is a bit worrying. It appears that the
censorious intolerance that marked areas of life in
Catholic Ireland has now found its Doppelganger in
the Irish media. Already there are suggestions
coming from the victorious Yes side that their
opponents should now no longer have a public
platform; they were, in the words of Una Mullaly,
“fringe fundamentalists” who should not have
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“gained such a platform and unfettered access to the
media”. It does not appear unlikely that there will be
more organised, perhaps legal measures, to limit the
remaining dissident voices in Irish society. And given
the resounding defeat for the small voice of dissent
which was the No campaign, it would not be alarmist
to say that Ireland will probably soon introduce other
liberal laws including the legalisation of euthanasia.
Where does this leave the Catholic Church?
Ireland is in the anomalous situation of fast becoming
the world’s most liberal society while at the same
time maintaining the trappings of cultural
Catholicism. Groups of schoolgirls will happily wear
Yes stickers on their school-uniforms emblazoned
with mottos such as Cruci dum spiro fido (“As long as
I breathe I trust in the Cross”); parents will bring their
children to make their First Holy Communion on
Saturday and then skip Mass the following day;
politicians who have high profile roles in campaigning
for abortion will at the same time have high profile
roles in the celebration of the sacraments in the local
parish Church. There is a growing awareness that this
anomaly must stop; that the Church must make a
clean break with cultural Catholicism – for the good
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of all concerned. Faithful Catholics are saying that the
Church must downsize to adapt to the current reality
of a post-Christian secularised Ireland. The “fiction”
of a Catholic Ireland which Una Mullaly speaks of has
indeed been shattered, and the Church here needs to
take cognisance of this. It will of course take courage
to end the sham which is cultural Catholicism –
already Bishop Phonsie Cullinan of Waterford had to
endure criticism for insisting that in his diocese
sponsors in Confirmation ceremonies be Catholics in
good standing. John Halligan, a government
minister, campaigner for abortion and self-declared
atheist decried his exclusion as confirmation sponsor
as petty pro-life tactics.
Given how deformative of consciences such cultural
Catholicism must be both for faithful Catholics as
well as for lapsed Catholics, the task of reevangelising Ireland cannot begin to take place while
these self-deceptive practices are so firmly
established in Irish life. This may yet be the one
significant blessing to come from the Referendum. In
this way, the tragic vote of May 25 is also an
opportunity for the Church in Ireland to clarify in her
own mind and praxis her relationship with Irish
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society. Joseph Ratzinger’s words from a 1969 radio
lecture, accurately sum up the painful, but ultimately
positive, position that the Irish Church now finds
herself in:
From today’s crisis, a Church will emerge tomorrow
that will have lost a great deal. She will be small and,
to a large extent, will have to start from the
beginning. She will no longer be able to fill many of
the buildings created in her period of great splendor.
Because of the smaller number of her followers, she
will lose many of her privileges in society. Contrary to
what has happened until now, she will present
herself much more as a community of volunteers As
a small community, she will demand much more
from the initiative of each of her members and she
will certainly also acknowledge new forms of ministry
and will raise up to the priesthood proven Christians
who have other jobs There will be an interiorized
Church, which neither takes advantage of its political
mandate nor flirts with the left or the right. This will
be achieved with effort because the process of
crystallization and clarification will demand great
exertion. It will make her poor and a Church of the
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little people. All this will require time. The process
will be slow and painful.
Position Papers www.positionpapers,
.ie Edited by Father Gavan Jennings is published 10
times a year is available in many bookshops and
other outlets at €3 a copy or by annual subscription
of €35, (info@positionpapers.ie
Some points from Saint Josemaría Escriva’s (1903 1975) book the Forge relevant to the present
situation in Ireland
465: The following comment, which caused me great
sorrow, will also make you reflect: “I
see very clearly why there is a lack of
resistance, and why what resistance
there is to iniquitous laws is so
ineffective, for above, below and in
the middle there are many people —
so very many! — who just follow the crowd.”
466: The enemies of God and his Church,
manipulated by the devil’s unremitting hatred, are
relentless in their activities and organization.
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With “exemplary” constancy they prepare their
cadres, run schools, appoint leaders and deploy
agitators. In an undercover way — but very
effectively — they spread their ideas and sow, in
homes and places of work, a seed which is
destructive of any religious ideology.
—What is there that we Christians should not be
ready to do, always with the truth, to serve our God
244 “He will give you his strength”
When you find yourself worn out or fed up, go and
confide in Our Lord, as that good friend of ours did,
and say: "Jesus, see what you can do about it. Even
before I begin to struggle, I am already tired.'' He will
give you his strength.
532: You want to know on what our faithfulness is
founded? I would say, in broad outline, that it is
based on loving God, which makes us overcome all
kinds of obstacles: selfishness, pride, tiredness,
impatience|... A man in love tramples on his own
self. He is aware that even when he is loving with all
his soul, he isn't yet loving enough.
Jesus, who has encouraged this feeling of emptiness
in us, comes out to meet us and says: “If anyone
thirst, let him come to me and let him come to me
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and drink” [1]. He offers us his heart, so that we can
find there both rest and strength. If we accept his
invitation, we will see that his words are true. And
our hunger and thirst will increase to the point that
we desire God really to inhabit our soul and never to
take his light and warmth away from us. (Christ is
passing by, 170) [1] John 7:37

Family Solidarity
Family Solidarity was
founded in 1984. In the
language of the time its Objects and Aims As stated
in our Memorandum of Association were:
“To altruistically protect, preserve and promote a
healthy and safe moral social and family based
environment in Ireland; to inform and advise
member families on issues affecting family life and to
help families to favour a manner of living according
to Christian values, and to publicly represent the best
interests of Irish families wherever and whenever
necessary; to see that Irish laws and social
institutions not only do not offend but actively
support the God-given rights and duties of the
family.”
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In 1990 it published “The Homosexual Challenge –
Analysis and Response” which led to quite a lot of
antagonism from certain elements of the media.
From Family Solidarity came the separate single issue
organisations such the Pro Life Campaign and the
Anti Divorce Campaign, and it strongly supported
Mothers and Fathers Matter which unsuccessfully
fought for the retention of true marriage in the
Marriage Referendum.
In recent years most of our direct efforts have been
in “informing ad advising member families on issues
affecting family life, and by way of this Newsletter
help families to favour a manner of living in
accordance with Christian Values.
While representations have been made on various
issues in the best interests of Irish Families, mainly by
supporting organisations such as the Iona Institute,
the various Pro Life organisations, Mothers and
Fathers Matter, Gianna Care, The Women’s
Counselling Service, Family and Life, the Family and
Media Association, FAFCE and currently the World
Meeting of Families 2018 it is time for us to be again
actively campaigning that our laws support the Godgiven rights and duties of the family.
When Christian Family life flourishes, the civilised world benefits
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To do this we need to attract a new generation of
active young people to our organisation
We hope to avail of the opportunities presented by
the World Meeting of Families to promote our
objectives.
Family Solidarity would welcome new members,
particularly younger members to continue the
tasks expressed in our objectives above.
Members receive our Newsletter quarterly and
invitations to Seminars and Lectures to inform
them of issues affecting the Catholic Families.
We need some members to become active in
the organisation of such events. Whether
you want to be an active or a passive
member we would like to hear from you.
Please send your contact details to Family
Solidarity, P.O Box 7456, Dublin 3,
or: 8 Ely Place, Dublin 2. Tel. (01) 661 1113
familysolidarityireland@gmail.com

The Pope’s Prayer Intentions for August
Join us in prayer for the intentions entrusted to us by
Pope Francis for August 2018, we join the Holy
Father in praying for:
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Universal – The Treasure of Families: That any farreaching decisions of economists and politicians may
protect the family as one of the treasures of
humanity
Text of a Video the Pope released regarding his
prayer intention for August
When speaking of families, often the image of a
treasure comes to my mind.
Today’s rhythm of life, stress, pressure at work, and
also the little attention paid by institutions, could put
them in danger.
It’s not enough to talk about their importance: it’s
necessary to promote concrete means and to develop
their role in society with a good family policy.
Together, let us ask Jesus that any far-reaching
decisions of economists and politicians may protect
the family as one of the treasures of humanity.
Pope revises Catechism’s teaching on
death penalty
August 02, 2018
The death penalty is “inadmissible” in the light of the
Gospel, and the Church “works with determination
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for its abolition worldwide,” according to a revised
formulation of the Catechism of the Catholic
Church’s teaching on the death penalty.
In an address delivered last October on the 25th
anniversary of the Catechism’s first edition, Pope
Francis called for a “more adequate and coherent
treatment” of the death penalty in the Catechism of
the Catholic Church.
“This issue cannot be reduced to a mere résumé of
traditional teaching without taking into account not
only the doctrine as it has developed in the teaching
of recent Popes, but also the change in the
awareness of the Christian people which rejects an
attitude of complacency before a punishment deeply
injurious of human dignity,” Pope Francis said at the
time. “It must be clearly stated that the death
penalty is an inhumane measure that, regardless of
how it is carried out, abases human dignity.”
In a May 11 audience with
Cardinal Luis Ladaria Ferrer, the
prefect of the Congregation of
the Doctrine of the Faith, Pope
Francis approved the revised
text of the Catechism’s number
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2267, though the revision was not made public until
August 2. Citing the Pope’s October 2017 address,
the new version states:
Recourse to the death penalty on the part of
legitimate authority, following a fair trial, was long
considered an appropriate response to the gravity of
certain crimes and an acceptable, albeit extreme,
means of safeguarding the common good. Today,
however, there is an increasing awareness that the
dignity of the person is not lost even after the
commission of very serious crimes. In addition, a new
understanding has emerged of the significance of
penal sanctions imposed by the state. Lastly, more
effective systems of detention have been developed,
which ensure the due protection of citizens but, at
the same time, do not definitively deprive the guilty
of the possibility of redemption. Consequently, the
Church teaches, in the light of the Gospel, that “the
death penalty is inadmissible because it is an attack
on the inviolability and dignity of the person”, and
she works with determination for its abolition
worldwide.
The Catechism’s n. 2267 has already undergone
revision: the 1997 Latin typical edition of the
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Catechism incorporated the teaching of St. John
Paul’s 1995 encyclical Evangelium Vitae. The 1997
edition of the Catechism states:
The traditional teaching of the Church does not
exclude, presupposing full ascertainment of the
identity and responsibility of the offender, recourse
to the death penalty, when this is the only
practicable way to defend the lives of human beings
effectively against the aggressor. If, instead,
bloodless means are sufficient to defend against the
aggressor and to protect the safety of persons, public
authority should limit itself to such means, because
they better correspond to the concrete conditions of
the common good and are more in conformity to the
dignity of the human person. Today, in fact, given the
means at the State’s disposal to effectively repress
crime by rendering inoffensive the one who has
committed it, without depriving him definitively of
the possibility of redeeming himself, cases of
absolute necessity for suppression of the offender
‘today ... are very rare, if not practically nonexistent.’
In a letter to the world’s bishops explaining the
revision, the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
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Faith quoted statements by St. John Paul II, Pope
Benedict XVI, and Pope Francis.
“The new formulation of number 2267 of the
Catechism expresses an authentic development of
doctrine that is not in contradiction with the prior
teachings of the Magisterium,” the Congregation
stated in its letter. “These teachings, in fact, can be
explained in the light of the primary responsibility of
the public authority to protect the common good in a
social context in which the penal sanctions were
understood differently, and had developed in an
environment in which it was more difficult to
guarantee that the criminal could not repeat his
crime.”
Catechism’s revision is instance of ‘true
dogmatic progress,’ Vatican prelate says
August 03, 2018
The president of the Pontifical
Council for the Promotion of the
New Evangelization said that
the revision of the Catechism of
the Catholic Church’s teaching on
the death penalty is an instance
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of “true dogmatic progress ... that has gradually
matured to the point of making us understand the
unsustainability of the death penalty in our day.”
Archbishop Rino Fisichella made his remarks in a
front-page column in the August 3 Italian edition
of L’Osservatore Romano.
After reviewing the development of the revised text,
Archbishop Fisichella commented on the key
sentence: “the Church teaches, in the light of the
Gospel, that the death penalty is inadmissible
because it is an attack on the inviolability and dignity
of the person.” The prelate said:
Guarding the deposit of faith does not mean
mummifying it but rendering it ever more conformed
to its very nature and permitting the truth of faith to
be able to respond to the questions of every
generation. The Tradition is not representable as an
insect imprisoned in amber, to say it in a colorful
English expression. If that were the case, we would
have destroyed it. The teaching of the faith of the
Church, rather, is an announcement, a word that
remains alive...
Pope Francis thus takes a decisive step in the
interpretation of the doctrine of all time. And it is a
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development and a progress in the understanding of
the Gospel that opens horizons that had remained in
the shadow. The history of dogma does not live in
discontinuity, but in continuity aimed at progress
through a harmonious development which, in a
dynamic manner, makes the truth of all time to
emerge.
“To suppress a human life voluntarily is contrary to
Christian revelation,” the prelate concluded, as he
spoke of the importance of allowing everyone the
opportunity to convert, repent, and begin a new life.
“To aim at pardon and redemption is the challenge
that the Church is called to make as a commitment of
the new evangelization.”
Archbishop Gomez of Los Angeles on Death Penalty
Being Always ‘Inadmissible’ in Church Teaching
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rchbishop of Los Angeles: ‘The Catechism is not
equating capital punishment with the evils of
abortion and euthanasia. Those crimes involve the
direct killing of innocent life and they are always
gravely immoral’
Below is a reflection of Archbishop Josè Gomez,
Archbishop of Los Angeles, on the death penalty now
being, in all cases, “inadmissible,” after the recent
revision in the Catechism of the Catholic Church,
announced yesterday. This statement was published
on Angelus News:
For some years now, I have expressed my concern
that the death penalty is both cruel and
unnecessary and I have called for its abolition.
So, I welcome the changes to The Catechism of the
Catholic Church on the death penalty and I am
grateful for Pope Francis’ leadership in working for
an end to judicial executions worldwide.
The Catechism revisions announced on 2 August
reflect an authentic development of the Church’s
doctrine that started with St. John Paul II and has
continued under emeritus Pope Benedict XVI and
now Pope Francis.
When Christian Family life flourishes, the civilised world benefits
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The Scriptures, along with saints and teachers in the
Church’s tradition, justify the death penalty as a
fitting punishment for those who commit evil or take
another person’s life. And the Church has always
recognized that governments and civil authorities
have the right to carry out executions in order to
protect their citizens’ lives and punish those guilty of
the gravest crimes against human life and the
stability of the social order.
But in recent decades, there has been a growing
consensus — among bishops’ conferences around
the world and in the teachings of the Popes and
the Catechism — that use of the death penalty can
no longer be accepted.
The Church has come to understand that from a
practical standpoint, governments now have the
ability to protect society and punish criminals
without executing violent offenders. The Church now
believes that the traditional purposes of punishment
— defending society, deterring criminal acts,
rehabilitating criminals and penalizing them for their
actions — can be better achieved by nonviolent
means.
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The Church’s continued prayer and reflection has
also helped us to see the deeper demands of the
Gospel’s teaching on human life and dignity.
We understand now that all human life is sacred —
even the lives of those who commit acts of great evil
and depravity. And we have come to insist that
authorities respect the dignity of even the most
violent criminals and give them the chance to reform
their lives and be reintegrated into society.
Today’s revisions to the Catechism seem to me to
reflect this growing consensus in the Church that
capital punishment should be rejected.
In his letter, Evangelium Vitae (“The Gospel of Life”),
Pope John Paul II said the death penalty could be
used only in cases “when it would not be possible
otherwise to defend society.” But, he added, “as a
result of steady improvements in the organization of
the penal system, such cases are very rare, if not
practically non-existent.”
The revisions announced today are in line with that
conclusion.
The Catechism now says the death penalty is
“inadmissible” — it should not be used — because it
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violates the dignity of the person and because “more
effective systems of detention have been developed,
which ensure the due protection of citizens but, at
the same time, do not definitively deprive the guilty
of the possibility of redemption.”
The Catechism is not equating capital punishment
with the evils of abortion and euthanasia. Those
crimes involve the direct killing of innocent life and
they are always gravely immoral. By definition, the
lives of almost all those on death row are not
“innocent.” But as St. John Paul II said: “Not even a
murderer loses his personal dignity, and God himself
pledges to guarantee this.”
I respect that many good people will continue to
believe that our society needs the death penalty to
express its moral outrage and to punish those who
commit the ultimate crime of taking human life.
But I do not believe that public executions serve to
advance that message in our secular society.
We all need to consider how much violence has
become an accepted part of American society and
popular culture. There is not only the random
violence we see every day in our communities. But
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we are also a society that permits our children to
play video games that involve them “virtually” killing
their enemies; much of our popular “entertainment”
consists of movies and other programs that involve
fictional characters committing heinous murders and
other unspeakable acts.
In this kind of society, executing criminals sends no
moral signal. It is simply one more killing in a culture
of death.
The Church today is pointing us in a different
direction.
Showing mercy to those who do not “deserve” it,
seeking redemption for persons who have
committed evil, working for a society where every
human life is considered sacred and protected — this
is how we are called to follow Jesus Christ and
proclaim his Gospel of life in these times and in this
culture.
Tweets from the Pope in the first days of August
2018
Pope Francis@Pontifex· 4th August Feast of Saint
John Vianney
Support your priests with friendship and affection.
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Pope Francis@Pontifex·3 Aug
More than anything else, the life of a Christian is a
grateful response to a generous Father.
Pope Francis@Pontifex· 2 Aug
Charity is the most effective form of witness, because
in it people see the love of God.
Pope Francis@Pontifex·1 Aug
Every Church member has a responsibility to become
holy, by taking care of others.

Citiwise: Helping Irish Youth Excel
Citywise is an educational program in Dublin helping
young people from difficult city backgrounds to aim
high in life. It
is inspired by
the message
of Saint
Josemaria.
Citywise
Education
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school support programme for 400 boys and girls
growing up in the West Tallaght area of Dublin,
Ireland. It began in 1991 as a response to the
educational under-achievement of young people
living in difficult city backgrounds.
From the beginning, academic work has been its
focal point, helping young people to learn how to
work hard, acquire good study habits and develop
academic ambition. Recognising the threat that
drugs, gangs and crime present to a young person’s
future, Citywise Education emphasises the
importance of character development, personal
virtues and the need for each young person to serve
society.
Recently Citywise Education developed the Fast Track
Academy to help young people set their sights on
third-level education (universities, institutes of
technology, and teachers colleges). Very few of the
boys and girls living in the area would normally plan
to continue their education beyond the age of 18,
but the Fast Track Academy is trying to change that.
Volunteers – students, teachers, and people working
locally – provide school-goers with special classes,
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which make going on to study at third level a real and
attractive possibility.
They get extra classes, support in their study, as well
as mentoring in their transition to further education.
The Fast Track Academy ensures that participants
know all about the different options open to them at
third level.
To date, the Academy has had a great success rate:
85% of those taking part have gone on to study at
third level, some 250 young people so far.
Abortion activists unveil strategy for attacking
conscientious
objection
by Michael Cook | 4
Aug 2018 | Bioedge
An “expert group” of
abortion activists
has launched a strong attack on the concept and
practice of conscientious objection (CO) in
healthcare. “The practice of refusing to provide legal
and essential health care due to a doctor's personal
or religious beliefs is a violation of medical ethics and
of patients' right to health care,” says the
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International Women's Health Coalition in
conjunction with Mujer y Salud en Uruguay.
A 46-page report, Unconscionable: When Providers
Deny Abortion Care, argues that “the practice of
refusing to provide legal and essential health care
due to a doctor's personal or religious beliefs is a
violation of medical ethics and of patients' right to
health care”. The conclusions of the report are based
on a meeting held in Montevideo, Uruguay, last year
which brought together 45 participants from 22
countries, including the leading theorist of the attack
on CO, Udo Schuklenk, of Queen’s University, in
Canada.
To counter-attack against the growth of CO, the
report recommends four avenues:
Reframe and rename. Reframe the debate to
clarify and emphasize that “conscientious
objection” is a misnomer that subverts the ethics,
obligations, and standards of the health care
profession.
Reclaim the concept of conscience. Do not cede
the term “conscience” to those who prioritize
individual beliefs over professional conduct and
the right to access or provide health care. Shine a
light on the harmful health consequences of
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conscience claims in the context of abortion care.
Emphasize the “conscientious commitment” and
professional conduct of health care providers
who prioritize patients’ rights.
Quantify the costs incurred by health systems due
to claims of “conscientious objection” to
abortion. Managing conscience claims can be
costly and can create inefficiencies in the
allocation of scarce health care resources.
Quantifying the costs would fill a gap in our
understanding of the consequences of refusal to
provide abortion care due to conscience claims.
Renaming is an important part of the activists’
campaign. Instead of “conscientious objection”, they
suggest that it be called "refusal to provide services,"
"denial of services," or even "dishonourable
disobedience"
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Kids glued to screens? Teach them the art of
conversation
Try these 20 conversation starters with your family.
Thomas Lickona | Aug 13 2018 |
Share on

FacebookShare on Twitter
Tired of asking your kids to put down their phones
and look at you when you're talking with them?
Get your Family Talking again!
20 Conversation Starters
1. What are you grateful for today?
2. What’s some good news you’d like to share?
3. What’s something nice you did for someone
today?
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4. What’s something nice someone did for you?
5. What is something you learned today—in school
or from life?
6. What was an interesting conversation you had
today?
7. What’s something you’re looking forward to?
8. What’s something you’re worried about?
9. What do you like most about being part of this
family?
10. What do you wish we did more of as a family?
11. What’s the hardest thing about being your age?
The best thing?
12. What is a goal you’re working on?
13. What's something a family member did for you
recently that you appreciated?
14. What's a problem you're having that you'd
appreciate help with?
15. If you could be granted three wishes, what
would they be?
16. What are two things other people can do to make
you happy?
17. How can somebody help you get out of a bad
mood?
18. What does “success” mean to you?
19. How do you know if somebody is a true friend?
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20. Who is someone you really admire?
Extract frm an article by Thomas Lickona is a
developmental psychologist and longtime professor
of education whose eight books on character
education include Raising
From Mercatornet
https://www.mercatornet.com/family_edge/view/kids-glued-to-screens-teachthem-the-art-of-conversation/21596

In our Prayers let us pray for George Soros, Gus
Feeney and others who funded the campaigns
against the unborn and marriage, that they realise
error of their ways and plead for God's infinite
mercy.
In our Prayers let us pray that Amnesty International
will realise the contradiction with their aims of
supporting the campaign against the unborn.
May we pray that the people of Ireland do a
collective penance like the people of Nineveh for the
woeful example we have given to the rest of the
world in our passing the referenda against the
unborn and marriage.
Let us pray that the people of Ireland learn the true
meaning of compassion.
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